
Chasing my Y-DNA part 21
Being English Y-DNA, and because the border moved across and put the Y-DNA in 
Scotland and segregated it from its origins, none but a fingerprint of as shown by 
relationship to the Tate/Tait of Scotland.  Origins in England given by Y-DNA matching 
to the Scarborough, maximizing with the Cave then to the Grishams, and geographically, 
matching the locations in conjunction with Anglo-Saxon migration near Cave.  The 
Anglo-Saxon personal name from St Elwald bones buried in Hexam emerges as a 
surname Elwald.

Then finding a Royalist named William Elwald of Cottingham, and earlier a likely 
father, a farmer taking care of the manor of Cottingham, East Riding, Yorkshire, and 
manor region once owned by the Wakes then Stutevilles of Cottingham. 

The Stutevilles because of a line of no sons passed there land down to the Wake which 
was land in he migratory path of my Y-DNA going towards Lancaster, where the name 
Robert Elwald son of Alan (from de Benton), in Rimington (an early family of York like 
the Elwald are) then migration was towards land of The Mote (Liddel Strength Castle), 
Nicholforest (named after Nicholas Stuteville), land went to Wake then “de Soulis” 
which passed it on to Archibald Douglas, Archibald is to become and Elwald then Ellot 
name.

On the English Side south of the Liddel and north of the Leven is where the Traitors of 
Leven the Armstrongs and the Elwald started. The Elwald and Armstrongs are English 
then the border is moved where part of them become Scots. Family not country is 
important so they consider themselves which at the time lived in England and Scotland 
united. The ones which lived in Scotland are considered to be English and therefore are 
given the name Traitors of Leven.



Acre Lots;

Acre Lots; a number of portioned lands with fixed boundaries measured in acres.

 Above are lots measured in acres in New Mexico, USA which are referred to as acre 
lot(s).



No Arbirlot in above, but Burn of Elliot.

Does anyone see lots in the above maps, and which land comes in measurable amount?
Arbirlot.



Note; Arberlet  K (kirk church)





Arbirlot    with    Ellot  note the consistency of lot.

Ardbirlet, Kirktoun, and Ellet W, not the consistency for let.



Maps above show that Ellot/Ellet becomes Elliot, and town is Arbirlot.

There are lots that are fields and some which are orchards.

The orchard lots are arbirlot, a predecessor to the word arboretum and are across from 
Kelly were Arbirlot is located. So it is felt the name for Arbirlot came from arbirlot a 
formal to arboretum.



Lots in the United States are measured in acres.



Surveyors of land use the square ell , the fall, the rood (rod or pole), and the acre. In 
surveying utilizing a rod for measurement, on a slope there is always a drop (fall), 
between rod lengths.

They who measure land in Scotland by an ell of 37 English inches, make and acre less  
than the true Scots acre.....



The above is printed in  Philadelphia  in MDCCXCVII (1797). 



So in Scotland a lot measured in Ell could be referred to as an Ell lot.
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